relatively less in the Pear River basin and most parts of the northwest China compare 48 to those in the cool PDO phase, though there are rarely significances clarified using 49 the Wilcoxon signed ranks test. When considering the combined influences of ENSO 50 and PDO, the responses of precipitation/ streamflow are shown to be opposite from 51 northern China to southern China, with the ENSO-related precipitation/streamflow 52 enhance in the northern China and decrease in southern China during the warm PDO 53 phases, and that enhance in the southern China and decrease in northern China during 54 the cool PDO phases.
This study conducted would beneficial for understanding 55 how the precipitation/streamflow responses to the changing climate and would 56 correspondingly provide valuable references for the water resources prediction and 57 management over China. 
Introduction

60
It is well known that El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is an important factor 61 influencing the interannual climate variability over East Asia (Zhou and Wu, 2010 seasonal-cycle and monthly characteristics (Fig. 4) responses during different PDO phases (Fig. 9) . During the PDO cool phase, the 397 streamflow in all basins tend to be higher in La Niña periods and to be lower in El warm and cool PDO phases (Fig. 9) . However, the general influence patterns of the anomalies.
Precipitation impacts of El Niño and La Niña events
472
The variability of streamflow corresponding to ENSO/PDO is roughly consistent with 473 that of precipitation on the annual scale. On the seasonal/monthly scale, its response seems 474 more complex than precipitation. It is obviously that the streamflow is also affected by more 475 other factors such as human activities and land use changes. However, ENSO and PDO still 476 showed a significant influence on the observed streamflow among all four major basins in 477 China. The results obtained indicate that the monthly/seasonal ENSO could be a 
